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Eating Chilli Crab in 
the Anthropocene: 
Environmental Perspectives on 
Life in Singapore 
Introduction by editor Matthew Schneider-Mayerson  

An excerpt 

In my early twenties a friend informed me that I would never truly understand or 

appreciate nature because I grew up in a city. To be fair, I was never much of a nature-
lover. I have no warm memories of camping trips with my family, catching fireflies at dusk, 
or memorizing the Latin names of my favorite species. I didn’t backpack, hike, or 

birdwatch; too far away, too hot, too many mosquitoes. Now, I didn’t turn down a pretty 

sunset, and I appreciated wildlife when it came my way—I watched the David 

Attenborough specials, or at least I started them—but direct contact with nature was 

rarely something I actively sought. Yet somehow I find myself teaching, writing, and 
editing books about our relationship to the environment. What changed? 

For me, as for so many others, the increasingly undeniable gravity of today’s global 

environmental crises compelled me to learn, think about, and critically reflect on 

humanity’s place within the broader web of life. Since I dove headfirst into climate change 

over a decade ago, I’ve slowly learned to see the world with new eyes. This has sometimes 

been a painful process, but I’ve frequently found it to be a great source of comfort and 
connection, too. Instead of standing alone with the solitary burden of sentience, we 

humans are suddenly part of a raucous, lively crowd of beings, each one unique, agential, 

and interdependent. Such a perspective generates a sense of wonder and awe at the 

dizzying fecundity, complexity, and majesty of this world we were born into. Slowly, 
fitfully, I’ve learned to appreciate all that we stand to lose. 

* 
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An excerpt 

 

Eating Chilli Crab in the Anthropocene: Nature, Culture, and Care 

Neo Xiaoyun 

 

I arrive at Sunset Way, where Chin Huat Live Seafood Restaurant is inconspicuously located 

in a public housing estate. I’m here to enjoy one of Singapore’s beloved and iconic culinary 

delights, chilli crab. As I enter the restaurant memories arise: Mum ordering la jiao pang xie, 

shao la (“chilli crab, less spicy” in Chinese) to accommodate my low tolerance for spicy 

food, Dad extracting silky slivers of flesh beneath the hard shell, and a can of chrysanthemum 

tea ready to douse the conflagration in my taste buds. I can recall the powerful texture and 

taste of the gravy—sweet, sour, thickened with a swirl of egg and tinged with chilli, tomato, 

and garlic. The chilli crab owes its fame to this gravy, which has been described by chefs and 

food reviewers as “piquant and flavourful” with a “fluffy texture” and “all gooey with egg.”i 

Soon, I behold the chilli-soaked crustacean served on a white platter. Especially since it can 

get messy, the best way to enjoy chilli crab is with one’s hands. Like all the other diners, my 

partner and I order accompanying deep-fried buns called mantou. Crispy on the outside and 

soft on the inside, mantous soaked with gravy complete the meal. Our serving plates fringed 

with crab carcasses and our fingers greased with paste, a waitress serves us small bowls of 

water freshened with cut lime to clean our fingers. 

Destined for stopovers at places like Chin Huat Live Seafood Restaurant on their way 

to the bowels of hungry humans, Singapore imports about 6,000 giant mud crabs (Scylla 

serrata) every day.ii Though “chilli crabs” are commonly dubbed “Sri Lankans,” they are also 

sourced from Indonesia, the Philippines, India, and as far as the east coast of Africa to meet 

consumer demand.iii Consuming crabs has become a central part of the Singaporean habitus: 
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we have a “common sense” about the chilli crab, manifest in our shared familiarity with and 

preferences about how we think crabs should be cooked and eaten. iv For practical purposes, 

most Singaporeans know a good deal about chilli crab—enough to develop a set of 

dispositions and judgments: we inspect seafood tanks, place an order, and enjoy a hearty 

meal. We rarely consider the crab in any other light. Fisheries, on the other hand, know 

enough about the crab’s life cycle and ethology (behaviour) to maximise production and 

profit. Our general lack of interest in nonhuman animals apart from their utilitarian functions 

(i.e. deliciousness) extends, of course, beyond this specific human-animal encounter. It 

symbolises a broader disregard for nonhuman life and the natural world—a disregard which 

is incongruent with our ability to influence nature on an epic scale. Indeed, scientists argue 

that we have entered a new epoch, the “Anthropocene,” in which humans are the dominant 

geologic force on planet Earth.  

This essay celebrates an ancient creature evolved in its own right, as the protagonist 

of its own story.v But this essay isn’t only for animal lovers. As theorist Richard Grusin 

notes, nearly every significant problem in the Anthropocene “entails [human] engagement 

with nonhumans—from climate change, drought, and famine… to genocide, terrorism, and 

war.”vi In this light, this chapter aligns with emerging discourse and activism that imagines 

and develops relationships with nonhuman animals that are more mindful of ecological 

limits. Whether these ecologically-conscious attitudes and beliefs translate into more humane 

housing conditions for crabs, merciful methods of slaughter, or a vegetarian diet is up to you, 

the reader, to decide. But by focusing on the humble crab, this chapter reminds us of the 

“complex tapestry of environmental values” that compete and coexist in Singapore’s past and 

present.vii  
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The Crab throughout History 

Let’s start with the long history of crabs in Singapore. The shallow waters off of Singapore 

and Malaysia’s coasts have always nourished an abundance of shellfish, including crabs, 

shrimp and mussels. These conditions were favourable for early settlements of Orang Laut 

(“sea people” in Malay), the indigenous people of Singapore.viii The Orang Laut were likely 

the first people to harvest mud crabs locally—on top of gathering turtle eggs and oysters and 

catching prawns and fish for their subsistence.ix By the early nineteenth century there were 

more than 1,000 Orang Laut living in present-day Singapore on their sampan panjangs (“long 

house-boats” in Malay) along the Singapore River, the Seletar River, the Kallang River, and 

the cluster of small islands that have become Jurong Island.x Three mud crab species can still 

be harvested in Singaporean waters today—the green Scylla paramamosain, the orange-

brown Scylla olivacea, and the purple Scylla tanquebarica—all of which belong to the same 

Scylla genus as the popularly consumed giants, but grow to a smaller width of just 15 to 20 

centimetres.xi  

 The mud crab influenced not just the diets of Orang Laut but also the tools they used, 

their social relations, and the power structures in their communities. To extricate ketam 

bangkang—as mud crabs are locally known—from crevices, the Orang Laut employed tools 

such as the kais ketam (“crab scratcher” in Malay), a thin iron rod with a gently-curved end 

that avoids wounding the crab when hooking them out of rocks, tree roots, or burrows at low 

tide.xii A more passive harvesting method involved fashioning traps from woven bamboo and 

rattan, with spikes that turn inward, so that curious crustaceans enter easily but find it 

impossible to escape. These tools are still used today. They are simple, time-honoured 

techniques that have proved remarkably effective at gathering crabs—for centuries, if not 

millennia—thus providing the Orang Laut with a delicious source of protein.xiii As ketam 
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bangkang was able to fetch high market prices, the Orang Laut also valued crabs as a product 

to barter for rice, cloth, and iron tools.xiv 

 

  

A kais ketam. 

Source: Cynthia Chou, The Orang Suku Laut of Riau, Indonesia: The Inalienable Gift of Territory. 

 

  

A trap for crabs at the Bugis Museum in Johor, front and side profile. 

Source: Author.  

 

One cannot write about human-crab entanglements in Singapore without mentioning 

the mangrove ecosystem, which serves as more than just a stage for interactions. So integral 

were the mangroves and their resources to Orang Laut livelihood that, for centuries, Orang 

Laut laksamanas (“admirals” in Malay) derived their authority from regional sultans who 

appointed them as naval forces to collect tribute from trading vessels passing through the 

sultan’s maritime sphere of influence.xv Rather than the rogue pirates portrayed in letters and 

reports of European traders, their naval duties included undermining the merchant shipping 
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activities of the sultans’ enemies, such as the British East India Company.xvi The Orang Laut 

have largely sustained their longstanding way of life. As recently as the 1980s, the Singapore 

government pressured communities of Orang Seletar, a tribe of Orang Laut who were then 

still living on the north coast of Singapore near Sembawang and Punggol, to resettle into 

HDB flats.xvii Resettlement meant the disruption of what the American environmentalist Aldo 

Leopold called a “land ethic”—a deep philosophical knowledge of how humans should 

morally relate to the land and the crabby web of life which inhabits it—just as urban 

Singaporeans were starting to eat more imported crabs.xviii The government’s resettlement 

projects, focused on extracting natural resources from and developing the north coast of 

Singapore, constituted a shift towards a different, more utilitarian way of relating to the 

nonhuman environment.xix Traces of the old land ethic—which is conscious of the reciprocity 

between humans and natural systems and recognises the importance of maintaining the health 

of the mangrove habitat—endure on the periphery of Singapore’s relentless urbanisation.  

We do not have to look far, since some Orang Seletar chose to relocate across the 

Straits of Johor and assimilate into Orang Seletar villages instead of moving into HDBs.xx 

One of the villages’ traditional music groups calls itself the Kumpulan Ketam Bangkang 

(“Mud Crab Group” in Malay) and celebrates the mud crab hunt in beloved folk songs. In 

2008 the Malaysian newspaper New Straits Times interviewed its oldest villager, Yang 

Aseng, at the height of the construction of the South Johor Economic Region (presently 

known as Iskandar Malaysia, a multibillion Ringgit development). Yang Aseng recounted 

how the mangroves sheltered his community from atrocities during the Japanese Occupation, 

providing a safe haven and a steady food supply, and described his joy at returning to the sea 

after the cessation of hostilities. xxi  Lamenting the ongoing devastation to the natural 

environment and the resulting destruction of the Orang Seletar way of life, Yang Aseng 

shared, “I never dreamed that the sea around me would die in my lifetime… Gone were the 
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days when my fellow tribesmen could be guaranteed a good catch at sea or at the mangroves. 

This has been replaced with the certainty that our way of life will wither along with the 

catch… Kumpulan Ketam Bangkang is just a song now. There are no more ketam bangkang, 

only earth movers with steel claws.”xxii  

Another trace of the longstanding land ethic of interacting with the mangrove 

environment and depending on its resources can be located on Pulau Ubin. There, Pulau Ubin 

villager Ah Kiang still uses the traditional hooking technique to pry pang xie (“crab” in 

Mandarin) out of their burrows. Interviewed in 2015 by Today, Ah Kiang explained that crab 

catching “really depends on the tides,” and so he sets off any time between six in the morning 

and three in the afternoon, trekking to the heart of dense mangrove forests in search of crab 

burrows.xxiii Experienced in the trade, Ah Kiang has some harvesting practices that he swears 

by: he is careful to make sure that the crabs are not injured or broken in the catching process, 

and if he catches a juvenile crab he releases it back to the mangroves. He sells mature crabs 

for about $25 a kilogram. xxiv  Yang Aseng and Ah Kiang’s accounts echo what 

anthropologists have generally discovered about indigenous and coastal communities’ respect 

for ecological balance and their attempts to seek reciprocal relations with the nonhuman 

world, which allow them to continue catching, eating, appreciating, and living with crabs for 

generations to come.  

Just how far back does the human relationship with crabs go? Excavating a cave on 

the south coast of South Africa, a team of evolutionary scientists and archaeologists 

discovered the remains of two dozen edible shellfish which date to 165,000 years ago.xxv 

Perhaps not coincidentally, it was also around that time that anatomically modern humans 

emerged in eastern Africa.xxvi In other words, the earliest humans were probably seafood-

loving beach-combers. Mapping out the possible migration routes from Africa to Australo-

Melanesia, scientists detected a preference for settlement and movement along coastal 
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corridors, probably due to the abundance of easy-to-collect shellfish that served as a 

predictable source of nutrition.xxvii Corroborating evidence in South Africa suggests that our 

ancestors had a distinct preference for harvesting shellfish over hunting buffalo, pigs, deer, 

sheep, and goats.xxviii Along the Eritrean coast, archaeologists have unearthed huge waste 

heaps of half-shells in prehistoric garbage dumps (“middens”) dating to 125,000 years ago, 

along with stone tools which were used to crack the shells.xxix Noticing the smaller sizes of 

shellfish in middens around fifty thousand years ago, anthropologist Alexander Harcourt 

postulates that an expanding human population so intensively harvested shellfish that they did 

not spare juveniles—a move that exacerbated resource constraints and food shortages. As 

resource and food supplies dwindled while the human population expanded, this was a 

powerful push factor for migrations out of Africa. It might not be a coincidence that scientists 

also date mass migrations out of Africa to fifty thousand years ago—just as our ancestors ran 

out of crabs and other shellfish.xxx  

This ancient shift in shellfish harvesting parallels the contemporary overexploitation 

of wetland resources. Since the late 1990s, Yang Aseng’s village in Johor has found it harder 

to snag crabs, as marine populations have diminished as a result of siltation and pollution 

from the high-end residential and commercial developments by the Straits of Johor.xxxi As 

Yang Aseng summarised, “The rivers and mangroves that were impervious to bombs and 

bullets seem to be dying in peacetime.” xxxii  In Singapore, the voracious appetite for 

crustaceans outpaces crabs’ biological development and reproductive cycle. At the same 

time, higher temperatures lead to more crabs dying during the stressful transit from their 

supply locations in Indonesia, the Philippines, India, and as far as the east coast of Africa.xxxiii 

As fisherfolk become more and more incentivised to ignore ecological balance and 

prematurely harvest and sell juvenile crabs to meet strong consumer demand, crab suppliers 

anticipate a gradual reduction in the sizes of imported mud crabs. Restauranteurs are bracing 
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for supply crunches by freezing crabs in vacuum-sealed boxes to ensure that they still have 

ample stocks.xxxiv As the first law of ecology states, “everything is connected to everything 

else.”xxxv 

Just as significant as the paleo-archaeological discovery that found shellfish among 

humans’ first seafood feast 165,000 years ago, the same excavation team observed at the 

South African site an “early use and modification of pigment.”xxxvi Next to reddish rocks 

with markings, the team found stone blades, suggesting that the iron-rich rocks were 

ground into powder to make paint, probably “for stimulating symbolic expression through 

material culture,” such as marking the face or body to indicate status and group 

membership. xxxvii  To these paleo-archaeologists, this demonstrates that throughout human 

history, crabs (and shellfish in general) have been readily available sources of food, thus 

enabling population stability, social organisation, and cultural innovations that later became 

language.xxxviii The Chinese saying di yi ge chi pang xie de ren is relevant here. Translated as 

“the first person ever to eat a crab,” it describes a person who makes a discovery of great 

significance to human civilisation. By acknowledging the considerable influence of animals 

upon human affairs for countless generations, perhaps we can appreciate that human events 

are only one part of a larger story, one in which humans are not the only actors. This invites a 

different conception of human history—from its familiar timeframes of a few years or a few 

decades to a timeframe that is appropriate to sustaining life on planet Earth in the long-term: 

centuries and millennia.xxxix Thinking in deep time is particularly important in this era of 

climate change, for it is within this extended timeframe that we might be able to locate 

narratives, customs, and community practices that grant agency and moral consideration to 

the nonhuman world, helping us reimagine and develop relationships that are more 

conducive to both human and nonhuman flourishing. 

 

… to be continued. 
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